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I. INTRODUCTION

The Town of Vail exemplifies the contemporary ideal of a resort community 
in the American West.  A resort at its core, Vail is also home to over 5,000 
permanent residents who embody a mountain lifestyle fostered by small-town 
values and enhanced by boundless recreational and cultural opportunities.  
Coupled with these “core locals”, Vail is also a seasonal home to thousands 
of second-home owners and annually welcomes tens of thousands of guests in 
Vail’s hotels, lodges and vacation homes.

Vail was originally developed as a ski resort 
and to this day the outdoors and recreation 
define much of what this community is all 
about.  Bordered by national forest lands 
that define the physical limits of the Town, 
these lands offer an array of summer and 
winter recreation opportunities.  The crown-
jewel of these federal lands is Vail Mountain 
itself, one of North America’s largest ski 
areas and widely regarded as one of the 
best ski mountains in the world.  Recreation 
trails, Gore Creek, Ford Park and many 
neighborhood parks further reinforce the 
way the community values of the outdoors 
and recreation. 

Vail hosts a myriad of cultural and special 
events throughout the year, many of them at 

the Gerald R. Ford Amphitheater.  Bravo!Vail, 
the Vail Dance Festival, Vail Jazz Festival, 
Vail Film Festival, and the Whistle Pig and 
Hot Summer Nights concert series are 
mainstays of the community’s cultural scene.  
Throughout the year special events such as 
the GoPro Games, Taste of Vail, Oktoberfest, 
PinkVail, and the Burton Open bring an 
unparalleled level of activity and vibrancy to 
the streets of Vail Village and Lionshead. 

Vail Village and Lionshead are idyllic, 
pedestrian-oriented villages that also provide 
the Town’s primary portals to Vail Mountain.  
Connected by the Town’s transit system, the 
majority of the Town’s lodging facilities are 
located in these two villages.  Anchored by 
their restaurants, shops and galleries, Vail 

Village and Lionshead are Vail’s two main 
activity centers.   

Vail is a vibrant, active town and is widely 
acknowledged as one of the worlds’ premier 
mountain resort communities.  The Town’s 
amenities provide wonderful venues for the 
community that are integral to the fabric 
of Vail and are foundational to what makes 
Vail a special place. Built upon a world-class 
reputation and travel destination, Vail has 
an opportunity through the outreach, vision 
and implementation defined by this Civic 
Area Plan to enhance its investment in the 
community.
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Goals of the Civic Area Plan 
Notwithstanding its villages, infrastructure, 
and facilities, Vail is lacking a central place 
for community, a true civic place that is 
designed for and used by residents, second 
homeowners and guests to gather, to 
connect, to collaborate, and to exchange 
ideas; a place that will foster and strengthen 
the community.   

There is no prescribed formula for the 
elements that create a civic area.  A civic area 
could be a single building or be comprised 
of multiple buildings within a defined district.  
They are often located in a prominent, 
central area of a community with strong 
connectivity to other neighborhoods and 
activity centers.  They may be created or 
may evolve organically over time.  Public-
purpose buildings often anchor a civic area, 
and outdoor features and gathering spaces 
are commonly used to animate these areas 
and to link buildings and uses.  Whether 
the use is for government, culture, athletics 
or events, civic areas provide a place for 
community engagement. 

The Vail Civic Area Plan is intended to define 
a vision for what this place can be and to 

provide a framework, or a path forward, for 
how Vail can create a Civic Area.  This plan 
is about “place making”.  It is about the 
facilities, buildings and programing to be 
found in the civic area.  But it is also about 
the “places in between”, and how outdoor 
gathering places, pedestrian linkages and a 
connection with nature can be used to create 
a place with character, spirit, and soul. 

Vail’s Civic Area is not a new idea.  While 
referred to as the Vail Civic Center, the 
Lionshead Redevelopment Master Plan 
(LHMP) contemplates a civic complex 
anchored by the Vail Public Library, Dobson 
Ice Arena and the Charter Bus Lot.  The 
LHMP makes no recommendations as a 
specific development program for the 
Charter Bus Lot, but does identify uses 
suggested during the master planning 
process that include a performing arts 
center, conference center, recreation center 
and a second ice rink connected to Dobson 
Ice Arena.  During the LHMP process the 
community “expressed a strong preference 
for a locally relevant development serving 
the local community as well as destination 
visitors”.
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Vail’s Civic Area will create a new activity center that will compliment Vail 
Village, Lionshead, and Ford Park.  Vail’s civic area represents a transformational 

opportunity for the Town to create a truly unique and vibrant place.

The goals for the Civic Area Plan were 
defined early in the planning process and 
involved: 

• Engaging the community to 
understand their thoughts, goals 
and opinions for the Civic Area.

• Understanding the context of and 
lands within the Civic Area, while 
identifying and evaluating issues 
and opportunities relative to the 
potential use of these lands.

• Preparing a plan that is viable, 
economically feasible, reflective of 
community goals, and responsive 
to the sites and surrounding 
neighborhood.

• Defining strategies for decision-
making and the implementation of 
improvements within the Civic Area.
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The Civic Area and Context 
The Civic Area includes seven sites that 
comprise a total of 10.9 acres.  Some of these 
sites are comprised of multiple parcels and 
with the exception of the Municipal Building 
site, all sites are contiguous.  Each of these 
parcels is owned by the Town of Vail.   

There are a number of existing community 
facilities in the Civic Area that serve a civic 
purpose.  These include Dobson Ice Arena, 
Vail Public Library, Lionshead Parking 
Structure, the Visitor’s Welcome Center, and 
the Municipal Building.  

A more detailed analysis of the sites within 
the Civic Area is provided in Chapter 2.  
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The Civic Area is strategically located 
between Vail’s two main activity centers, 
Vail Village and Lionshead.  The Civic Area 
presents an opportunity to create a new 
activity center, albeit one with a different 
focus, that will compliment Vail Village 
and Lionshead, while strengthening the 
connection between them.   

Vail Village and Lionshead are linked by 
the Town’s primary pedestrian and transit 
corridor that runs along West Meadow Drive 
and East Lionshead Circle.  This corridor 
runs directly through the Civic Area.  People 
moving between Vail Village and Lionshead, 
be it by foot, bike or bus, will interface 
directly with the Civic Area.  By doing so, 
the Civic Area will reinforce the fabric of 
Town, creating a new activity center mid-way 
between Vail Village and Lionshead.   

Other key contextual features of the Civic 
Area are Gore Creek and Middle Creek.  
These creeks surround the Civic Area and 
present opportunities to integrate Civic 
improvements and uses within these natural 
features.

“We have been blessed with past Town Councils who made many decisions that have 
been foundational in shaping the fabric of our town and in making Vail a world-class resort 
community.  Some of these decisions, such as acquiring Ford Park, or building facilities like 
Dobson Ice Arena and town parking structures may well have been considered bold at that 

time.  The Civic Area Plan provides a vision for implementing improvements that will be 
transformational to our Town and in doing so further the legacy of our past leaders.”

— Dave Chapin, Mayor
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Municipal Building Site  

Lot 10 

Vail Public Library 

Dobson Ice Arena 

Charter Bus Lot 

Lionshead Parking Structure 

Middle Creek Parcel

“...this Plan will implement the Town’s long-standing goal to create a true 

civic place. the Civic Area will reinforce the fabric of Town, creating a new 

activity center mid-way between Vail Village and Lionshead”

Municipal Building Site

Lot 10

Vail Public 
Library

Dobson Ice 
Arena

Charter Bus
LotLionshead 

Parking 
Structure 

Middle 
Creek Parcel
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How the Civic Area Plan will be 
used 
This master plan defines a vision for the 
Civic Area that evolved during a year-long 
planning process.  The vision was defined 
in large part from input provided during 
extensive outreach to the public and to 
community stakeholders.  The Plan is a 
guiding document for the community and 
Town Council to use in defining specific steps 
toward creating the Civic Area.  Specifically, 

the Civic Area Plan identifies: 

While this Plan defines goals for the Civic 
Area, it is important to note that as a master 
plan, this document has limitations.  The Plan 
is visionary, and it is aspirational.  But it is not 
a detailed development plan.  At a high level, 
the Plan defines goals and opportunities, 
and it defines challenges or considerations 
that will need to be better understood and 
then addressed during future steps in the 
planning and design process.  The Plan can 
be considered a road map to the Town’s 
goals for the Civic area, with the caveat that 
the exact route used to get there will be 
determined after more study, planning, and 
design subsequent to the adoption of this 
Plan. 

The Civic Area Master Plan represents an 
initial step in the process of creating the 
Town’s Civic Area.  It provides a framework, 
or a path forward for how the Town can 
move toward the creation of Vail’s Civic 
Area.  The Plan is advisory in nature.  It is 
a guiding document that will be used over 
time by current and future Town Councils 
over the next many years.  Chapter 4 outlines 
an overall approach to implementation, the 
need for subsequent studies, analysis, and 
detailed design, and potential phasing and 
funding strategies. 

•   Goals for improvements and   
     facilities within the Civic Area.

•   Potential outdoor spaces and                  
     gathering places to create “a place”.

•   Ways to connect with nature   
     and the outdoors.

•   Issues, challenges, and    
     opportunities to be considered   
     during subsequent steps in the   
     implementation of the Civic Area. 
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II. OVERVIEW OF THE PLAN

The vision for Vail’s Civic Area is to establish a new place in Vail, a 
vibrant activity center for residents and guest of Vail.  The area will have 
a strong “sense of place”.  Buildings and outdoor spaces will be designed 
to acknowledge their setting, to capitalize on views, and to allow users to 
perceive and interact with the Civic Area while always being reminded they 
are in Vail.  With Middle Creek and Gore Creek as a focal point, buildings 
and improvements will have a strong connection with nature.   This new 
place will provide a gathering place for the community and serve as the civic 
heart of Vail.  

The Vision
Anchored by Vail Village to the east and 
Lionshead to the west, Vail’s Civic Area will 
create a new activity center that will add to 
the fabric of the community by bridging the 
gap between Vail’s two iconic villages.  This 
will be a place that is unique to Vail.  It will 
be a place with a focus on civic engagement, 
a place with facilities and programs that will 
draw a broad range of users and groups.  Be 
it for education, for recreation, or to attend 
a performance, special event or community 
gathering.  Venues in the Civic area will be 
the catalyst bringing people together by 
hosting these and other activities. 

The Civic Area will be open and inviting to 
all, a place where people of all ages and 
backgrounds are welcome.  It will be a place 
that is appropriately scaled to its setting, 
the size of buildings will not compromise 
the potential for engaging public outdoor 
spaces.  The Civic Area is where residents 
and guests will gather to mingle, to engage, 
to collaborate, and above all to enjoy Vail.
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The Guiding Principles 
The following principles define the vision 

for Vail’s Civic Area.  These principles will 

be used to guide decision-making during 

subsequent steps and in the planning and 

design of the Civic Area.

VAIL’S “CIVIC HUB” 

Vail’s Civic Area will serve as the community’s 
primary activity center that is designed for 
and used by residents, second homeowners 
and guests to gather, connect, collaborate, 
and exchange.  Vail’s Civic Area is a mixed-
use place that will foster and strengthen 
community.   

A welcoming place  
The design of improvements along with the 
activities and programing to be offered at 
the Civic Area create a welcoming, inclusive 
place that is open to locals and guests, of all 
ages, income levels, and backgrounds. 

Public buildings and spaces 
Provide buildings, facilities and 
improvements that meet the diverse needs 
of the community, be it for the arts, culture, 
education, athletics or commerce.  

PLACEHOLDER 
IMAGE
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Engagement and collaborations 
Strengthen Vail’s sense of community 
by providing venues and supporting 
programing that will foster engagement, 
collaborations and explorations. 

Connectivity 
The Civic Area’s location along Vail’s main 
east/west pedestrian and transit corridors 
and its location between Vail Village and 
Lionshead presents an opportunity to 
strengthen the connectivity between these 
two activity centers. 

 
A PLACE FOR COMMUNITY  

The Civic Area will provide locations for 
existing, expanded and new facilities for 
the arts, culture, commerce, athletics, and 
education.  These facilities will provide 
a catalyst for community engagement, 
exploration, and collaboration.    

Architecture and design 
The Civic Area has the potential to be 
a showcase of design excellence with 
aesthetically compelling architecture, and 
site and landscape design that effectively 
blends the built and natural environments.   

Indoor and outdoor spaces 
Facilities will be designed to be integral with 
the outdoors and designed to create spaces 
that allow users to interact in formal and 
informal settings.

Multi-use 
When feasible, buildings and spaces will be 
designed to accommodate a variety of uses 
and in doing so, increase the utilization of 
buildings, facilitate collaborations between 
different user groups and add to the vibrancy 
throughout the Civic Area. 

Complimentary to Vail Village and 
Lionshead 
Improvements to and the future use of 
the Civic Area will have a decidedly public 
purpose.  While distinctly unique from Vail 
Village and Lionshead, the Civic Area should 
complement Vail’s other established activity 
centers. 

THE OUTDOORS AND 
NATURE 

A focal point in the design of the Civic 
Area is the creation of public spaces for 
the community to enjoy the outdoors and 
to provide venues for informal gathering 
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and events.  Improvements to Gore Creek 
and Middle Creek that enhance, embrace 
and protect these corridors should be 
implemented.  

Outdoor gatherings 
Public spaces should be designed to be 
integral with indoor spaces, to capture 
views and solar opportunities, and to 
reinforce pedestrian corridors by creating 
gathering places and areas for activity and 
engagement.  

Public Art 
Coordinate with the Art in Public Places 
board to identify opportunities for 
integrating art into outdoor spaces. 

Gore Creek and Middle Creek 
Encourage the restoration of the Gore 
Creek stream tract and riparian habitat 
and implement landscape improvements 
to limit access into this corridor.  Explore 
opportunities to return Middle Creek to a 
more natural, organic condition and provide 
limited opportunities for access to enjoy this 
water course. 

Streets as linear parks 
Enhance the West Meadow Drive and 
East Lionshead Circle pedestrian corridor 

with safe walkways, landscaping, lighting, 
seating and gathering places to create a 
safe, welcoming, aesthetically pleasing, 
and animated linear park.  An underlying 
goal of these improvements is to reinforce 
the connection between Vail Village and 
Lionshead.

 
SUSTAINABILITY 

Buildings and uses within Vail’s Civic Area 
will enhance economic vitality and exemplify 
the community’s values for environmental 
stewardship and sustainability.  

Collaborations and Partnerships 
Collaborate with the private sector and 
other local organizations in the programing, 
administration, and operation of 
improvements within the Civic Area. 

Environmental stewardship 
Incorporate renewable energy resources in 
the design and construction of new buildings  
improvements that conserve energy and 
water, and minimize waste and carbon 
emissions, manage buildings and events to 
be “zero waste”.
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Housing 
Strengthen Vail’s sense of community by 
providing opportunities for the development 
of workforce housing.

Financial considerations 
Utilize sound financial analysis and decision-
making with respect to both capital 
expenditures and on-going maintenance and 
operations costs.PLACEHOLDER 

IMAGE
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The Study Area 
Town of Vail owned lands that comprise the Civic Area total 10.9 acres.  Below are descriptions 
of these lands and other site and development related considerations. 

Municipal Building Site

Lot 10
Vail Public 

Library

Dobson Ice 
Arena

Charter Bus
Lot

Lionshead 
Parking 

Structure 

Middle 
Creek Parcel
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Municipal Building Site – 2.1 acres 
A variety of municipal services, including Administration, Finance, Community Development, 
Vail Police Department, the Council Chambers and a recycling center are located on this parcel.  
The site is zoned General Use.  

The site is bound by Interstate 70 and the South Frontage Road.  The South Frontage Road 
presents a barrier between the Municipal Building Site and the rest of Vail.  Planned upgrades 
to the South Frontage Road include a roundabout to be located at the western end of the 
parcel.  Access for any new development at this site will likely be from this new roundabout. 

The Community Development and Administration buildings are 45 years old.  Building 
deficiencies are significant and include items such as the roof, HVAC and electrical systems, 
ADA compliance, inadequate parking and poor energy efficiency.  For these and other reasons, 
the Town has explored the demolition and redevelopment of these buildings.  

Lot 10 – 0.5 acres 
Lot 10 includes a portion of the Gore Creek Trail, and a parking lot on the northern third of the 
property that for many years has been used by Library Staff.  The parking lot is approximately 
12,000 square feet in size and is integrated with Vail Health’s adjoining parking lot.  For the past 
few years, much of this parking lot has been used by Vail Health for construction staging during 
the redevelopment of the campus. The site is zoned General Use. 

Land immediately to the north of Lot 10 is part of the Evergreen Lodge site.  The Lionshead 
Redevelopment Master Plan contemplates the redevelopment of the Evergreen Lodge.  If or 
when this occurs, the Master Plan suggests a pedestrian corridor be developed along the south 
side of the site that would connect Lot 10 with the South Frontage Road and the Municipal 
Building Site.

Middle Creek is located immediately west of Lot 10.  This portion of Middle Creek is located 
on a parcel of land owned by the Eagle River Water and Sanitation District.  This creek corridor 
is currently overrun with vegetation and the creek appears to have been channelized.  It could 
benefit from reclamation. 
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Vail Public Library – 0.9 acres 
The Vail Public Library provides many community services and hosts a wide variety of adult and 
youth programs.  The Library’s Community Room is actively used for meetings and events.  The 
Library’s location on the in-town bus route makes it accessible to both residents and guests.  
The site is zoned General Use. 

The Middle Creek corridor defines the eastern boundary of the site.  Located on a separate 
town-owned parcel, the Gore Creek corridor defines the south side of the Library.  While 
these two creeks contribute to the Library’s idyllic setting, the creek banks have been heavily 
impacted by human use and are in need of restoration.  The Gore Creek Recreation Trail runs 
along the south side of the Library. 

Middle Creek Parcel – 0.5 acres 
Located immediately south of the South Frontage Road, this narrow parcel is just 60’ wide and 
includes the Middle Creek corridor.  The site is zoned Natural Area Preservation. 

Other than for the possibility of a recreation trail, this parcel has no development potential.  
This creek corridor is currently overrun with vegetation and the creek corridor appears to have 
been channelized.  It could benefit from reclamation.   

PLACEHOLDER 
IMAGE



Charter Bus Lot – 1.4 acres 
This site is located immediately east of the 
Lionshead Parking Structure and extends 
from the South Frontage Road to East 
Lionshead Circle.  The entry portal to the 
parking structure is located on the Charter 
Bus Lot site.  Other than this entry there are 
no other improvements on this site.  The 
Charter Bus Lot provides a critical location 
for snow storage (from the parking structure).  
The site is also used for short-term parking 
by buses, large RV’s and semi-trucks 
(typically in Vail to service special events).   
The site is zoned General Use. 
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While the majority of the site is relatively flat, 
there is a grade change of approximately 
20’ at East Lionshead Circle.  At the 
eastern terminus of East Lionshead Circle, 
a private drive extends to the north that 
provides access to the Vail International 
Condominiums.   

The LHMP identifies the Charter Bus Lot as 
the focal point for creating the “Vail Civic 
Center complex”.  While the LHMP does not 
recommend a specific development program 
for the Civic Center, it describes a vision for 
the area is to create a cohesive center for 

the Vail Public Library, Dobson Ice Area and 
the Charter Bus Lot, to provide an eastern 
terminus of Lionshead, and to create a place 
that will better connect Vail Village and 
Lionshead.  

Restrictive covenants on portions of the 
Charter Bus Lot currently limit the use of this 
parcel to parking and associated uses.  Any 
other land uses would require modification of 
these covenants.   



Lionshead Parking Structure – 3.6 acres 
The Lionshead Parking Structure includes +/-1100 public parking spaces used primarily for 
skier parking and to support the Lionshead area.  Other uses on this site include the Lionshead 
Welcome Center, the Grand View Room, Imagination Station, a regional transit stop and a stop 
for local hotel shuttle vans.  The site is zoned General Use. 

Restrictive covenants on the property currently limit the use of this parcel to parking and 
associated uses.  Any other land uses would require modification of these covenants.   

The Lionshead Redevelopment Master Plan (LHMP) identifies the land south of the parking 
structure to be considered for the development of retail or office space on the ground floor 
and workforce housing on upper levels.  The objectives of this development are to energize 
the street, to potentially provide for locally accessible retail space and to provide local housing 
proximate to Lionshead.   

The Lionshead Parking Structure was built in the early 1970’s.  Given the age of the structure, 
the Town has evaluated the condition of the garage and periodically implements improvements 
intended to extend the functional life of the structure.  It is anticipated that periodic 
maintenance will be an ongoing effort and with proper maintenance, the structure will be 
serviceable for many years.

Dobson Ice Arena – 1.9 acres 
Managed by the Vail Recreation District, Dobson Ice Arena provides a venue for many local 
youth and adult skating programs such as the Vail Mountaineers Hockey Club and the Skating 
Club of Vail.  Dobson Ice Arena hosts many skating-related events each year and periodically 
is used for corporate or other special events.  The arena’s location on the in-town bus route 
makes it accessible to both residents and guests.  The site is zoned General Use. 

The arena was constructed in 1979 and the condition of the building is commensurate with its 
age.  Building deficiencies include the condition of skylights and storefront windows, cooling 
tower and refrigeration systems, ice coolant lines, domestic water, air handling systems, and 
non-compliance with ADA and energy code standards.

Overview   |   19
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Adjacent	Parcels	of	Influence	
There are a number of parcels immediately 
adjacent to the Civic Area that may directly 
or indirectly influence opportunities the 
Town may have within the Civic Area.  These 
parcels of influence include: 

Vail International           
This development is adjacent to the Charter 
Bus Lot, Dobson Ice Arena and the Middle 
Creek Parcel.  Access to Vail International is 
from East Lionshead Circle, located between 
Dobson Ice Arena and Charter Bus Lot. 

Vail Health Campus
The Vail Health campus is located 
immediately adjacent to Lot 10.   

Evergreen Lodge
The Evergreen Lodge is located adjacent to 
Lot 10 and to the Middle Creek stream tract.  
Redevelopment plans for the Evergreen 
Lodge include a pedestrian connection 
between the South Frontage Road and Lot 
10.  This future connection has the potential 
to establish better connectivity to the 
Municipal Building Site. 

Middle Creek Stream Tract
The Middle Creek corridor is located in two 
parcels, one owned by the Town and the 
other by the Eagle River Water and Sanitation 
District (ERWSD). Coordination with ERWSD 
will be necessary in order to address the 
entire creek corridor.

Coordination with each of these landowners 
will be necessary to understand areas of 
mutual interests, areas of concern and how 
potential collaborations could mutually 
benefit both parties.   
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The Planning Process and Community Engagement 
Vail’s Civic Area Plan was developed over the course of a year-long 

planning process that included five main steps: 

Evaluation of the study area to 
understand site characteristics, 
relationship to surrounding uses, 
opportunities and constraints, etc.;

Public and stakeholder engagement 
to understand the community’s 
perspective on the Civic Area, issues 
and concerns to be addressed, and 
goals for improvements within the study 
area;

Identification of potential ideas and 
opportunities for improvements and 
the testing of various master plan 
alternatives;

Understanding the potential order of 
magnitude project costs and funding 
opportunities that may be available to 
implement the project, and;

Preparation of a draft plan followed by 
formal review of the Plan by the Vail 
Planning and Environmental Commission 
and the Vail Town Council.   



Community Engagement 
The planning process for the Civic Area was driven in large part by community engagement.  
The effort to reach out to the community was robust and was done throughout the entire 
planning process.  Community engagement activities and programs involved the following: 

• A community “kick-off” meeting was held at the outset of the project to 
inform the community of the scope and goals of the project. 

• Formation of a Process Steering Committee made up of two 
representatives from the Town Council and the Planning Commission to 
help with the engagement program and overall planning process.

• Due in large part to EngageVail, the level of  community engagement for 
the Civic Area Plan dramatically exceeded what has been done for any past 
planning process in Vail.

• EngageVail.com, a web-based program was created to keep citizens 
informed of the planning process, upcoming meetings and other project 
information and also provided a forum for participants to provide input 
on the Plan.  EngageVail was used for three “windows of engagement”.  
Windows of engagement involved presenting project information and then 
surveying the community on their thoughts and perspectives.  746 people 
registered with EngageVail and the site had 9,000 visits during the planning 
process.  EngageVail generated input from 715 citizens.    

• Direct outreach and meetings with neighboring property owners, 
interested citizens, stakeholders and community groups including but not 
limited to Town of Vail departments, Vail Recreation District, Vail Economic 
Advisory Council, Commission of Special Events, Vail Local Marketing 
District Advisory Council, and the Eagle River Youth Coalition.   

• Town staff attendance at Town Picnics, the annual town meeting and other 
events to provide information on the Plan. 

• Informal “pop-ups” to share the plan with the community. 

• Seven work sessions with the Town Council during which public comment 
was taken.   22   |   Town of Vail   Civic Area Plan
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The Planning Process 
The Civic Area Plan evolved primarily in 
response to community engagement and 
input from the Vail Town Council.  This 
process involved a pattern of reaching out to 
the community, preparing ideas in response 
to input received, testing and refining ideas 
with the Town Council, and then reaching 
out to the community to share more refined 
information and ideas.  During the course 
of this planning process, there were three 
windows of engagement with the community.  
The process involved:  

Engagement Window #1 
During this initial step of community 
outreach, information regarding the goals of 
the project and the study area was provided 
on EngageVail.com.  Community input was 
prompted by asking fairly general questions 
about issues and concerns with existing 
conditions and goals for what the Civic Area 
could be.  Via EngageVail, 367 participants 
provided comments.  11 key takeaways were 
derived from this input. 

11 Key takeaways from Window #1: 

• Improve and expand parking and 
accessibility throughout;

• Improve pedestrian access, safety, 
aesthetics;

• Improve community green spaces, 
integrate local art;

• Upgrade Dobson Ice Arena: expand its 
uses (evaluate the need for a second sheet 
of ice/multi-use), improve its aesthetics;

• Keep the Vail Public Library where it is; link 
it with Dobson Ice Arena;

• Improve the Municipal Complex aesthetics, 
or relocate/redevelop the site;

• Better utilize the Charter Bus Lot;

• Implement a community facility with flexible 
space for multi-function events, community 
gatherings, performing arts, recreation;

• Support the active community with outdoor 
recreation spaces;

• Explore housing opportunities;

• Advocate public-private partnerships within 
the civic area.
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Follow up  
Following Window #1, the project team 
prepared generalized plans and diagrams 
of potential improvements in response to 
community input.  Ideas were prepared for 
the Vail Public Library, Dobson Ice Arena, 
Lionshead Parking Structure, Charter Bus Lot 
and the Municipal Building Site.  These plans 
and diagrams were then presented to the 
Town Council for their review and comment.   

Engagement Window #2 
Information provided to the community in 
Window #2 included a summary of what 
was heard during Window #1 and the 
generalized plans and diagrams of potential 
improvements that were prepared in 
response to community input.  Participants 
were asked to respond to a question 
regarding how these potential improvements 
responded to community input.  The general 
theme of input from this round of community 
engagement was: 

Vail Public Library – support for the potential 
expansion and enhancement of this facility, 
and the need to address library parking and 
improve pedestrian access to the library. 

Dobson Ice Arena – support for the 
renovation or redevelopment of the arena, 
create a west entry to the arena, and the 
need to address arena parking. 

Lionshead Parking Structure - support for 
the expansion of parking and improving 
the walking experience along East 
Lionshead Circle with landscape/streetscape 
improvements and a new building along the 
south side of the structure. 

Charter Bus Lot – acknowledgment that the 
site is currently underutilized and support 
for the development of civic-oriented 
improvements. 

Vail Municipal Building – support for the 
redevelopment of the municipal building, 
creating a site for private development or 
workforce housing, and potentially moving 
the South Frontage Road to better integrate 
this site with the rest of Vail.  
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Follow-up 
Engagement Window #2 indicated a 
general level of community support for the 
improvement ideas that were presented.  In 
response, the project team further studied 
each of these ideas and prepared alternative 
concepts for what the Civic Area Plan could 
be.  This information was presented to the 
Town Council and the community over the 
course of four work sessions.  During this 
process “order of magnitude” cost estimates 
were prepared, and potential funding 
opportunities were discussed with the Town 
Council.  As a result of these work sessions, 
specific goals for improvements and an 
overall vision for the Civic Area began to be 
defined. 

Engagement Window #3 
Diagrams depicting potential Civic Area 
improvements that advanced from the 
series of Town Council work sessions were 
shared with the community in Window 
#3.  These improvements were presented 
in context with the 11 key takeaways 

from community input during Window 
#1.  Participants were asked which ideas 
were most appealing to them and which 
they felt were priorities for the community.  
Improvements most frequently mentioned 
were improvements to Dobson, a second 
sheet of ice, creating outdoor space and 
streetscape improvements, a multi-purpose 
community facility at the Charter Bus Lot and 
redevelopment of the Municipal Building site 
with workforce housing.   

Follow-up 
During the course of Window #3 an outline 
of the Civic Area Master Plan was presented 
to the Town Council.  A key element of this 
outline were the goals, or the “big ideas” for 
each of the sites within the study area.  With 
Town Council’s endorsement of these big 
ideas and the general direction of the Plan, 
work to prepare the full plan was initiated.  
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III. VAIL’S CIVIC AREA

The vision for Vail’s Civic Area is to create a new place, a new center for 
gatherings, special events, culture, recreation, education, and activities that 
will become a focal point for the community of Vail.  Buildings and facilities 
will provide venues for this engagement and outdoor spaces will serve to 
connect them and create a unified, cohesive place.   

Introduction
The plan for the Civic Area is not about any 
single building or group of buildings, nor 
is it about any single user group or activity.  
Rather, it is about “the whole place” that the 
Civic Area will become.  It is about how the 
Civic Area can help link Lionshead and Vail 
Village by shortening the distance between 
them.  It is about how the design of buildings 
and outdoor spaces will be integrated, and 
how they will blend with nature and their 
surroundings.  It is about how various user 
groups, locals, and guests will use these 
buildings and spaces.  Above all, the Civic 
Area is about bringing people together 

to be entertained, to be active, to learn, 
and to engage, interact, and explore.  The 
Civic Area will be a place people will visit 
for a specific purpose, it will be a place that 
people will visit just to be there, and it will be 
a place people will happen upon, to discover, 
and then enjoy. 

This chapter describes the place that the 
Civic Area is envisioned to be.  It describes 
ideas, opportunities, and challenges.  The 
chapter is about placemaking, how the 
composition of buildings, spaces, and 
activities and programing will create Vail’s 
Civic Area.   

The vision for the Civic Area is described 
based on its three main components: 

Municipal Building Site 
While an integral part of the Civic Area, the 
Municipal Building Site is isolated by the 
South Frontage Road and for that reason is 
described separately from the rest of the 
Civic Area.  A number of important municipal 
services are located at the site, albeit in 
aging, outdated buildings.  If some of these 
functions were to be re-developed and 
consolidated on the site, or were re-located 
to the Charter Bus Lot, a development site 
could be created for some other use such 
as workforce housing.  While physically 
removed from the rest of the Civic Area, 
the Municipal Building site is integral to this 
planning process.

The Civic Hub 
The term “Civic Hub” is derived from the 
LHMP which referred to this area as the 
location for the development of Vail’s “Civic 
Center”. 
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Six key sites – Vail Public Library, Lot 10, 
Middle Creek Parcel, Dobson Ice Arena, 
Lionshead Parking Structure and Charter 
Bus Lot comprise the Civic Hub.  While 
this area currently includes a number of 
important community assets, it has great 
potential to become a more cohesive, vibrant 
activity center.  With the development 
potential afforded by the Charter Bus Lot, 
the Civic Hub presents the opportunity 
for Vail to implement change that will be 
transformational for the community. 

Public Places and Connectivity 
Buildings will be instrumental to the success 
of the Civic Area, but the public outdoor 
spaces and connectivity between buildings 
and outdoor spaces are critical to creating 
the “place”.  Outdoor spaces and safe, 
efficient, enjoyable connectivity is essential 
to the success of the Civic Area.  Improving 
connectivity between the Civic Hub and 
the Municipal Building Site, the connectivity 

between buildings and uses within the Civic 
Hub and connectivity with the Civic Hub to 
Vail Village and Lionshead are discussed 
below.

Civic Hub

Municipal Building Site



Descriptions and explanations of plans for 
the Municipal Building Site, the Civic Hub 
and Public Places and Connectivity address 
the following topics:

The Big Idea 
The overall vision and goals for 
improvements within the site or area. 

The Approach 
Alternative approaches for how the 
vision and goals for these areas can be 
implemented. 

Design and Planning Considerations  
Opportunities, challenges and other 
planning and design considerations related 
to potential improvement ideas that will 
need to be better understood and ultimately 
resolved during subsequent stages of the 
planning and design process. 

Next steps 
Additional study, analysis, and design 
subsequent to this master planning effort 
that will be necessary to support future 
decision-making regarding specific plans for 
Civic Area improvements. 

Sections below describe the three main 
components of the Civic Area.   The plans, 
diagrams and sketches of potential buildings, 
improvements and spaces are intended to  
provide inspiration and a vision for the what 
Vail’s Civic Area can be.  While these images 
convey a vision for the Civic Area, they are 
not intended to suggest specific design or 
architectural solutions.  Decisions on specific 
improvements for the Civic Area, and the 
design of these improvements, will be 
determined after further engagement with 
the community, extensive study and  analysis 
of ideas, and more detailed architectural 
and landscape design.  These next steps are 
more fully discussed in Chapter 4. 
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Municipal Building Site 

THE BIG IDEA 

• In order to address the aging structure 
and poor aesthetics, demolish and 
replace all or portions of the Municipal 
Building.     

• Re-locate all or some existing town 
operations to create a development 
parcel on the site that will allow for 
other uses that may include workforce 
housing.   

• Evaluate design options for improving 
the pedestrian crossing of South 
Frontage Road.

• Evaluate the feasibility of re-locating 
South Frontage Road to integrate the 
site with the rest of town. 

DESIGN AND PLANNING 
CONSIDERATIONS 

• If town offices are re-constructed on the 
Municipal Building Site, identify interim 
locations for municipal operations 
during construction.   

• Identify creative design or management 
strategies to address parking 
requirements for any workforce housing 
that may be constructed on the site.    

NEXT STEPS 

• As a part of evaluating the Charter 
Bus Lot, determine the feasibility and 
desirability of re-locating municipal 
functions to the Charter Bus Lot.

• Complete schematic design studies to 
understand the development potential 
of this site and review and confirm 
previous programmatic square footages 
for a new Town Hall.

• Determine the preferred use of any 
development parcel that may be 
created at this site. 

• Explore P3 opportunities for the re-
development of the Municipal Building 
Site.

THE APPROACH 

• Town-funded initiative, or public/private 
collaboration with a development 
partner.  Potential public/private 
ventures could involve the town 
contributing land for a workforce 
housing project or some other private 
development. 

• Enhance funding opportunities for Civic 
Area improvements with DDA and/or 
land lease revenues.

• Potential scenarios for creating a 
development parcel on the site: 

 o Consolidate Community 
Development offices with other town 
departments in a new town hall, 
creating a development parcel at the 
west end of the site.

 o Re-locate all or portions of town 
hall operations (excluding the Police 
Department), to the Charter Bus Lot, 
creating a larger development parcel 
at the west end of the site.

 o Re-locate the Police Department to a 
new facility at Public Works or other 
available sites, allowing the entire site 
to be available for other uses.

 o Move Council Chamber functions to a 
new community theater at the Charter 
Bus Lot.

• Understand the opportunities and 
constraints of a bridge or tunnel 
pedestrian crossing versus at-grade 
crossing of South Frontage Road.

• Design any new improvements to 
comply with the helicopter flight path of 
the neighboring Vail Health emergency 
helipad. 

• Continue to explore the design, benefits 
and cost implications of re-locating 
South Frontage Road. 
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Images depict how the South Frontage Road could be re-located and massing 

studies for the potential pre-development of the Municipal Building Site.

Municipal Building Site 
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The Civic Hub includes the majority of land within the Civic Area.  With the Vail Public Library, 
Dobson Ice Arena and Lionshead Parking Structure, the facilities in this area already play an 
important role for the Town and its residents and guests.  Located on the Town’s primary 
pedestrian and transit corridor between Vail Village and Lionshead, the Civic Hub is readily 
accessible.  Middle Creek and Gore Creek provide a delightful setting and the opportunity for 
the area to integrate with nature.   While existing facilities are valuable community assets, they 
were developed independently with little attention given to how they can work together to 
create a thoughtful, unified place.  The condition was identified in the LHMP: 

The Civic Hub

“The goal of this site is to create a single, cohesive civic center from the three 
disparate components (the library, the area and the bus parking lot), using 
coordinated architectural character and linked public spaces.  The new concentration 
of civic uses can help to connect Lionshead and Vail Village and will become the 
eastern anchor of Lionshead, connected to the Lionshead pedestrian core by the 
parking structure and the redeveloped East Lionshead Circle” 

        — From the Lionshead Redevelopment Master Plan

The Civic Hub is brimming with opportunity and the Charter Bus Lot is the key to stitching the 
existing pieces of the Civic Area together. Anchored by the development of the Charter Bus 
Lot, the Civic Hub will become the focal point of Vail’s Civic Area.   

This area represents Vail’s opportunity to make changes and improvements that will be 
transformational to the Town’s future.  The balance of this section describes how the sites within 
the Civic Hub – Vail Public Library, Lot 10 and the Middle Creek Parcel, Lionshead Parking 
Structure, the Charter Bus Lot, and Dobson Ice Area can be improved to become the heart of 
Vail’s Civic Area.
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Vail Public Library

THE BIG IDEA 

• Add a second floor to the building to 
provide space for expanded Library 
programs and/or other community use.   

• Enhance the south lawn to create spaces 
for outdoor programing.   

• Implement site and landscape 
improvements to enhance and protect 
the Gore Creek and Middle Creek 
corridors. 

• Improve the safety and aesthetics of 
the existing pedestrian corridor from 
the Lionshead Parking Structure to the 
Library.  

• Improve parking availability for users of 
the Library.

THE APPROACH 

• Town-funded initiative.

• Potential improvements to the Library 
can each be designed and implemented 
independently for the others.  

• Second floor expansion is dependent 
upon defining a need for space and a 
funding source. 

DESIGN AND PLANNING 
CONSIDERATIONS 

• As an element of the site evaluation and 
design studies for Dobson Ice Arena, 
identify solutions for improving the 
safety and aesthetic of the pedestrian 
corridor from the Lionshead Parking 
Structure to the Library.   

• If or when a second level to the building 
is pursued, design the building to 
complement and maintain the unique 
character of the existing building. 

• Explore opportunities to integrate 
educational opportunities into work 
to be done to improve the Gore and 
Middle Creek corridors.  

NEXT STEPS 

• Work with Library staff to identify the 
Library’s long-term space needs that 
could be accommodated by a second 
level addition. 

• Work with Library staff to identify the 
potential for outdoor programing 
that could be accommodated by 
improvements to the south lawn. 

• Evaluate the potential need for 
community space that could be 
accommodated by a second level 
addition. 

• Coordinate with the Town’s 
Environmental Sustainability 
Department on enhancements and 
design improvements to Gore Creek 
and Middle Creek.   

• Identify programs to improve library 
user’s experience such as additional 
remote book drop-off locations and 
management changes at the Lionshead 
Parking Structure to ensure parking 
availability for Library users during 
periods of peak parking use.  
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Lot 10 and the Middle Creek Parcel 

THE BIG IDEA 

• Replace the existing parking lot with a 
new outdoor public space.  

• Design and animate this public space 
to make it an appealing destination for 
pedestrians along the Town’s primary 
pedestrian corridor between Vail Village 
and Lionshead. 

• Restore and enhance the Middle Creek 
corridor and integrate this creek with 
Lot 10 improvements.

THE APPROACH 

• Town funded initiative 

• Potential for design and funding 
collaborations with Evergreen Lodge, 
Vail Health and Eagle River Water and 
Sanitation District (ERWSD). 

• Various alternatives for the design and 
use of this outdoor space (i.e., a place 
for public art, whimsical elements like 
a children’s treehouse, hardscape and 
landscape improvements, seating areas, 
food carts).

DESIGN AND PLANNING 
CONSIDERATIONS 

• Coordinate with the Evergreen Lodge 
on how their improvement plans could 
integrate with improvements to Lot 10. 

• Identify locations to replace existing 
Librarian parking on Lot 10, alternatives 
could include dedicated spaces within 
the Lionshead Parking Structure, or at 
the Municipal Building Site.  

• Coordinate with ERWSD on their Middle 
Creek parcel to allow for the entire 
creek corridor to be addressed. 

• Coordinate with the Town’s 
Environmental Sustainability 
Department on Middle Creek 
restoration and enhancement and how 
educational opportunities could be 
incorporated into this project. 

• Evaluate how the existing abutments for 
the old Hwy 6 bridge over Middle Creek 
can be maintained and made a part of 
landscape improvements.  

NEXT STEPS 

• Initiate a community design process for 
improvements to Lot 10 to determine 
how this space can be used, design 
features, etc.   

• Initiate dialogue with neighboring 
property owners on improvements to 
Lot 10. 

• Coordinate with the Environmental 
Sustainability Department on 
improvements to Middle Creek.
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Lionshead Parking Structure 

THE BIG IDEA 

• Improve the walking experience 
along East Lionshead Circle between 
Lionshead and the Civic Hub. 

• Implement landscape and streetscape 
improvements to provide a safe and 
aesthetically pleasing pedestrian walk. 

• Animate the street with the construction 
of a “building wrap” along a portion of 
the south side of the Lionshead Parking 
Structure with ground level retail or 
community uses that will create activity 
and interest along the street. 

• Potential for workforce housing on the 
upper two levels of the building wrap. 

• Continue maintenance programs 
to extend the functional life of the 
Lionshead Parking Structure.

THE APPROACH 

• Town funded initiative or pubilc/
private collaboration with a 
development partner.  A potential 
public/private venture could involve 
the Town providing land and air-rights 
development for the upper levels of 
the building in exchange for developer 
providing ground floor space to the 
town.

• Alternatives for the use of this building 
include but are not limited to retail, 
community space, workforce housing or 
free-market housing.

DESIGN AND PLANNING 
CONSIDERATIONS 

• The appropriateness of the building 
wrap needs to be considered in 
context with the entire Civic Hub, to 
ensure sensitivity to the overall level of 
development in the area, etc. 

• A building wrap along Lionshead 
Parking Structure must be designed to 
not preclude the future demolition and 
reconstruction of a new parking garage.   

• Building design and scale of the wrap 
to be compatible with neighboring 
properties, the wrap should not exceed 
three levels.

• Identify the need to modify restrictive 
covenants that may limit the use of this 
property. 

• Address incremental parking 
requirements from the development of 
the building wrap.  

NEXT STEPS 

• Define the potential need for 
community uses and determine the 
preferred use(s) of the building wrap. 

• Complete schematic design to better 
understand the development potential 
of this site. 

• Explore opportunities for public/private 
collaborations for the development of 
the building wrap. 

• Prepare schematic designs for 
streetscape improvements to East 
Lionshead Circle.
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Lionshead Parking Structure
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Charter Bus Lot and Dobson Ice Arena 

The Charter Bus Lot and the adjoining 
Dobson Ice Arena are the most critical sites 
to creating the Civic Hub.  While separate 
parcels, due to their adjacency and their 
potential to accommodate facilities and 
provide outdoor spaces that can unify the 
entire area, they are evaluated as one site.  

The Charter Bus Lot and Dobson Ice Arena 
have great potential to define the Civic 
Area.  There are however, many issues and 
challenges with the development of these 
sites that will need to be resolved.  There are 
also alternatives for how to most effectively 
implement the goals for this area.  These and 
other considerations are addressed below.

THE BIG IDEA 

• Create a place with synergy between 
facilities and outdoor public spaces.  

• Provide ice facilities sufficient to meet 
the needs of Vail’s skating community. 

• In order to address Dobson Ice Arena’s 
obsolescence and poor aesthetics, 
either demolish and replace the building  
or complete a major renovation of the 
arena.   

• Provide a multi-purpose events facility 
capable of accommodating large 
gatherings, conferences, banquets, 
community events, concerts, and 
celebrations. 

• Provide community spaces that may 
include a small theater for performing 
arts and community gatherings, offices 
for non-profit organizations, business 
incubator space, or space for other 
community uses. 

• Develop outdoor public places 
within the Civic Hub - capable of 
accommodating small intimate 
gatherings to large scale community 
events.

• Incorporate mixed-uses within the Civic 
Hub that promote interaction and add 
to the vibrancy and energy of the place.

THE APPROACH 
While ambitious, the goals for the Charter 
Bus Lot and Dobson Ice Arena will be 
transformational for the Town.  There are, 
however, many approaches for how these 
goals can be realized.  This is primarily due 
to the multi-use potential of some facilities.  
For example, an ice arena can provide a 
skating facility, and if properly designed, can 
host concerts, conferences or other types of 
special events.  An events facility designed 
for multiple purposes can accommodate 
a range of activities that could potentially 
include ice facilities.  Equally important to 
the design of these facilities is the manner in 
which they are managed to meet the various 
needs of the community. 

Final decisions on the type, arrangement, 
and design of facilities to be developed at 
Charter Bus Lot and Dobson Ice Area can 
best be made following additional research, 
evaluation, and design work that will be done 
subsequent to this master planning process.  
Efforts to be addressed subsequent to this 
Plan are described in Chapter 4.   
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Three potential approaches for the development of the Charter Bus Lot and Dobson Ice Arena 
are outlined below.  These options are not recommendations.  They are intended to convey the 
range of different ideas for how this site can be developed to address the goals for the Civic 
Hub.  While each option addresses the big ideas describe above, each does so in different 
ways.  The elements of the Civic Area that can be accommodated at this site will also influence 
improvement plans for the Municipal Building Site and the idea of the building wrap at the 
Lionshead Parking Structure. 
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• A new Dobson Ice Arena to include a west entry to better interface with the Charter Bus Lot and a modest expansion in size that could 
potentially accommodate other recreational programing.  The arena would be used primarily for skating and would also host other special 
events at a frequency similar to its historic use.   

• Multi-purpose events facility with its main entry and pre-function space at the southwest side of the Charter Bus Lot and a large, multi-
purpose events space and smaller multi-purposes spaces located partially below grade.   

• A small theater for performing arts, community use, and to potentially serve as the Town Council Chambers.   

• A small community building along the north edge of the upper plaza to help to frame the Civic Plaza.

• An elevated public outdoor plaza (above the multi-purpose events space) to link the pre-function space with the small community theater 
and a public outdoor plaza along East Lionshead Circle to link the multi-purpose events facility with Dobson Ice Arena.

• Potential for additional parking at the north side of the Charter Bus Lot.

Option #1
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Option #1

Charter Bus Lot/
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• A new, larger Dobson Ice Arena designed as a multi-use facility that would accommodate ice use and host a variety of special events 
including large gatherings, conferences, banquets, community events, concerts, and celebrations.  The building would include a new west 
entry to better interface with the Charter Bus Lot.  The use of this new facility would focus primarily on special events.

• A utilitarian, dedicated sheet of ice located below grade at the south side of the Charter Bus Lot.  The need for this sheet of ice is due to the 
new Dobson Arena being used primarily as an events facility.

• A small theater for performing arts, community use, and to potentially serve as the Town Council Chambers.   

• Town Hall to provide space for Administration, Community Development and other town offices.   

• A small community building along the north edge of the upper plaza to help frame the Civic Plaza.

• An elevated public outdoor plaza (above the sheet of ice) to link the Town Hall building with the small community theater and a public 
outdoor plaza along East Lionshead Circle to link the multi-purpose events facility with Dobson Ice Arena. 

• Potential for additional parking at the north side of the Charter Bus Lot.

Option #2
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• A major renovation and expansion to Dobson Ice Arena to include a west entry to better interface with the Charter Bus Lot.  The arena would 
be used primarily for skating and would also host other special events at a frequency similar to its historic use.  Expanding the arena could 
allow for new recreational programing.

• Multi-purpose events center with its main entry and pre-function space at the southwest side of the Charter Bus Lot and a large, multi-
purpose events space located partially below grade.   

• Air-rights development for a potential public/private venture to develop a condominium/hotel above the multi-purpose events center.  DDA 
and/or land lease revenue from this development to subsidize the cost of Civic Area improvements. 

• An elevated, public outdoor plaza (above the multi-purpose events center) to link the pre-function space with the condominium/hotel 
building and a public outdoor plaza along East Lionshead Circle to link the multi-purpose events facility with Dobson Ice Arena.

• Space for various community uses located in the building wrap at the Lionshead Parking Structure.

• Potential for additional parking at the north side of the Charter Bus Lot.

Option #3
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DESIGN AND PLANNING 
CONSIDERATIONS 

• Goals for this area could include many 
buildings and uses.  It will be critical for 
the future design and planning of this 
area to ensure that the level and type 
of development does not exceed the 
practical carrying capacity of the site. 

• The design and scale of buildings 
should be sensitive to and compatible 
with neighboring properties. 

• Outdoor spaces should be sized relative 
to the use and program of surrounding 
buildings and the anticipated number of 
people they will draw to the Civic Hub.

• The existing access drive to Vail 
International presents a barrier to the 
unified design of improvements at the 
Charter Bus Lot and Dobson Ice Arena.  
Coordinate with Vail International on 
the feasibility of providing a new access 
point to their development that would 
reduce traffic. If this access is to be 
maintained, consider how it can be 
sensitively integrated into the design of 
the public plaza.

• The hotel shuttle stop at the west end 
of the Lionshead Parking Structure 
generates a large volume of traffic on 
East Lionshead Circle and the turn 
around adjacent to the Charter Bus Lot 
conflicts with the development of a 
public plaza in this location.  Evaluate 
alternatives for eliminating this conflict.  
Options could include moving the turn 
around to the west, re-locating the 
shuttle stop, or routing shuttle traffic 
from West Meadow Drive.

• New buildings adjacent to the 
Lionshead Parking Structure must be 
designed to not preclude the future 
demolition and reconstruction of a new 
parking garage.   

• Identify the need to modify covenants 
or plat restrictions that may limit the use 
of these properties. 

• Address incremental parking 
requirements from any new 
development of these sites.  Evaluate 
management strategies for how 
dedicated parking spaces can be 
provided in the Lionshead Parking 
Structure for Library and arena users.  



• Ensure adequate access from South 
Frontage Road can be provided for 
service/delivery functions to the multi-
purpose events center.  Design and size 
loading facilities commensurate with 
the needs of the multi-purpose events 
center.

• Include a new west entry in Dobson 
Ice Arena to better link this facility with 
development of the Charter Bus Lot and 
the Lionshead Parking Structure. 

• Consider the potential for additional 
recreation uses within Dobson Ice 
Arena when evaluating potential 
redevelopment scenarios. 

• When addressing the parking demand 
of new development within the Civic 
Area, consider how multi-modal 
access, management and operational 
strategies, the Civic Hub’s proximity to 
the Lionshead Parking Structure, and 
future innovations like smart cars and 
self-parking cars may affect the need 
for, design of, and amount of additional 
on-site parking that may be needed.

• Development of the Charter Bus Lot 
will eliminate a critical snow storage 
area used for the Lionshead Parking 
Structure.  Work with the Public Works 
Department to identify alternatives for 
managing snow removal. 

• Development of the Charter Bus Lot 
will eliminate the use of this site for the 
short-term storage of RV’s, buses and 
large trucks.  Evaluate the feasibility of 
alternative parking locations such as the 
West Vail Fire Station or North Frontage 
Road West, the Public Works facility 
or the Soccer Field parking lot at Ford 
Park. 

• The reconstruction or renovation 
of Dobson Ice Arena will eliminate 
ice during the construction process.  
Identify potential locations for 
a temporary sheet of ice during 
construction.
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• Study design alternatives for how other 
potential uses and improvements at the 
Charter Bus Lot can be accommodated 
(i.e. test the fit and relationship of other 
ideas such as the community theater, 
town hall and community space).  The 
purpose of this effort is to determine 
the most appropriate mix of uses and 
level of development for the site.

• Based on schematic designs, prepare 
updated cost estimates and alternative 
funding strategies for these potential 
improvements. 

• Based on the results of the five steps 
above, finalize the development 
program and design plans for the site.

NEXT STEPS 

• Complete a comprehensive market 
and economic analysis for potential 
improvements envisioned for the 
Charter Bus Lot and Dobson Ice Arena.  
The focus of the market analysis will 
be to understand market potential, the 
anticipated level of utilization, and to 
determine optimal sizing and program 
elements of these facilities.  The focus 
of the economic analysis will be to 
understand the potential direct and 
indirect economic benefits of these 
facilities and to estimate ongoing 
operation costs.   

• In conjunction with the market and 
economic analyses, complete schematic 
design alternatives for ice and multi-
purpose event facilities.  The goal of this 
effort is to understand how alternatives 
for the desired building programs can 
be achieved and to better understand 
the multi-use potential of various 
facilities.

• Based on the finding of steps above, 
determine the preferred design and 
programmatic approach for ice and 
multi-purpose event facilities. Prepare 
schematic design plans for this preferred 
approach.
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The Places, Public Spaces and Connectivity 
The buildings and improvements described for the Civic Area will provide venues for 
community gatherings and other activities.  The use of these buildings will be the main catalyst 
for attracting people to the Civic Area.  They are, however, just buildings.  Public plazas, parks 
and pedestrian corridors, the spaces between the buildings, are what will make Vail’s Civic area 
a special place.  These outdoor spaces will link buildings within the Civic Area and they will 
strengthen the connection of the Civic Area with Vail Village and Lionshead.  The importance of 
these outdoor spaces cannot be overstated, they are essential to the success of the Civic Area.     

Small park at Lot 10 

Streetscape improvements along 
East Lionshead Circle

Enhance outdoor spaces 
at Vail Public Library

Public plazas to link 
buildings and uses 

Streetscape improvements 
to improve connection to 
Vail Public Library

Walking path along 
Middle Creek
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THE BIG IDEA 

• Reinforce Vail’s primary pedestrian 
and transit corridor with streetscape 
improvements to East Lionshead Circle 
and West Meadow Drive, and with the 
development of parks and public plazas 
along this corridor. 

• Integrate public plazas with the design 
of buildings to encourage the use and 

THE APPROACH 

• Town funded initiatives. 

• Pursue potential collaborations with 
Eagle River Water and Sanitation 
District, Evergreen Lodge and Vail 
Health on Lot 10 and Middle Creek 
improvements.

enjoyment of the outdoors and to create 
synergy between buildings.

• Establish a pedestrian walk along 
Middle Creek that is designed to 
protect the creek while allowing access 
to it.



PLANNING AND DESIGN 
CONSIDERATIONS 

• Ensure that the design of outdoor 
spaces is integral to the design of 
buildings. 

• As part of the design of Dobson 
Ice Arena, evaluate alternatives for 
improving the walking experience 
between the Lionshead Parking 
Structure and the Vail Public Library. 

• Consider the building wrap along the 
Lionshead Parking Structure to animate 
the street and bring activity to East 
Lionshead Circle. 

• Identify alternatives for eliminating 
the shuttle bus turnaround at East 
Lionshead Circle. 

• Evaluate the feasibility of reducing 
Vail International traffic from access 
point between the Charter Bus Lot and 
Dobson Ice Arena. 

• Ensure the pedestrian connection 
between Lot 10 and the South Frontage 
Road is implemented as part of the 
redevelopment of the Evergreen Lodge. 

• If or when the Municipal Site is 
redeveloped, evaluate alternatives 
for at-grade and/ or grade-separated 
pedestrian crossing of South Frontage 
Road.

NEXT STEPS 

• Initiate a community design process 
for improvements to Lot 10 and the 
Middle Creek corridor, coordinate with 
neighboring property owners. 

• If or when design work is initiated for 
the Charter Bus Lot and Dobson Ice 
Arena, involve landscape architects early 
in the design process to ensure public 
spaces and potential improvements 
to the corridor between Dobson Ice 
Arena and the Vail Public Library are 
addressed.   

• Prepare a schematic design for 
streetscape improvements along East 
Lionshead Circle.
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION

This chapter addresses implementation and other considerations relative 
to the Civic Area Plan.  As a master plan document this Plan is visionary 
and it defines the Town’s goals for the Civic Area.  This Plan represents just 
the first step in the process of creating the Civic Area.  Information below 
summarizes follow-up steps that will need to be addressed for each site, 
provides recommendations on the sequence of subsequent planning and 
design work, summarizes the potential order of magnitude costs for Civic 
Area improvements and potential funding alternatives, and discusses a 
number of other topics related to the development of the Civic Area. 

Next Steps
Chapter 3 describes potential improvements 
that could be developed within the Civic 
Area.  It also outlines the next steps 
necessary to implement these improvements 
or to make final decisions on the type and 
nature of future improvements.  These next 
steps, recommended sequences of work 
and other considerations for each of the 
Civic Area sites, are discussed below.  It is 
assumed that with direction from the Town 
Council, the Community Development and 
Public Works departments will coordinate 
these efforts.

VAIL PUBLIC LIBRARY

POTENTIAL TIME-LINE FOR ACTION
Improvements to the Vail Public Library could 
be implemented independently from other 
Civic Area improvements.  If a second level is 
to be pursued and if this space is envisioned 
to accommodate community use, it will 
be important to coordinate this effort with 
community space that may be developed at 
the Charter Bus Lot or the building wrap at 
the Lionshead Parking Structure.

It is anticipated that any efforts to pursue 
the addition of a second level or to make 
improvements to the south lawn would be 
made if or when initiated by Library Staff.  

NEXT STEPS 

• Work with Library staff to identify the 
Library’s long-term space needs that 
could be accommodated by a second 
level addition. 

• Work with Library staff to identify the 
potential for outdoor programing 
that could be accommodated by 
improvements to the south lawn. 

• Evaluate the potential need for 
community space that could be 
accommodated by a second level 
addition. 

• Coordinate with the Town’s 
Environmental Sustainability 
Department on enhancements and 
design improvements to Gore Creek 
and Middle Creek.   

• Identify programs to improve library 
user’s experience such as additional 
remote book drop-off locations and 
management changes at the Lionshead 
Parking Structure to ensure parking 
availability for Library users during 
periods of peak parking use.  
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LOT 10 AND MIDDLE CREEK PARCEL

POTENTIAL TIME-LINE FOR ACTION 
Improvements to Lot 10 and the Middle Creek Parcel could be implemented independently 
from other Civic Area improvements.  It will, however, be beneficial to coordinate the design of 
these improvements with the design of streetscape improvements to West Meadow Drive and 
East Lionshead Circle.  Improvements to Lot 10 could be implemented as early as the fall of 

2020, when Vail Health vacates Lot 10. 

NEXT STEPS 

• Initiate a community design process for improvements to Lot 10 to determine how this 
space can be used, design features, etc.   

• Initiate dialogue with neighboring property owners on improvements to Lot 10. 

• Coordinate with the Environmental Sustainability Department on improvements to Middle 
Creek.

LIONSHEAD PARKING STRUCTURE  

POTENTIAL TIME-LINE FOR ACTION 
While improvements along the south side of the Lionshead Parking Structure could be 
implemented independently from other Civic Area improvements.  If or when development of 
a building along the south side of the structure is pursued, uses within the building will need to 
be coordinated with plans for the Charter Bus Lot.  Options for the Charter Bus Lot may include 
the development of space for community use.  If this use is provided at the Charter Bus Lot, it 
would likely preclude the need to provide it in the building wrap.  Decisions on  uses for the 
building wrap should be made after development plans for the Charter Bus Lot are finalized.

While streetscape improvements to East Lionshead Circle would most efficiently be made 
in conjunction with the development of the building wrap, the design and installation of 
streetscape improvements could occur prior to development of the building wrap.  This would, 
however, require careful study to understand if or how the future construction of the building 
wrap would impact streetscape improvements.
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It will be important to coordinate the design of streetscape improvements to East Lionshead 
Circle with the design of other streetscape, park and public plaza improvements throughout the 
Civic Hub. 

NEXT STEPS 

• Define the potential need for community uses and determine the preferred use(s) of the 
building wrap. 

• Complete schematic design to better understand the development potential of this site. 

• Explore opportunities for public/private collaborations for the development of the building 
wrap. 

• Prepare schematic designs for streetscape improvements to East Lionshead Circle.

CHARTER BUS LOT/DOBSON ICE ARENA AND THE MUNICIPAL BUILDING SITE

The Charter Bus Lot and Dobson Ice Arena present the greatest opportunity for change 
within the Civic Area and improvements to these sites will “drive” the overall planning 
process for the Civic Area..  Along with their potential for change, however, these sites also 
present many challenges that will need to be addressed during the design and planning 
process.  These sites also present the greatest number of alternatives for how improvements 
can address the goals of this plan.

There is a very direct relationships between potential improvements at the Charter Bus Lot/
Dobson site and at the Municipal Building Site.  This Plan suggests the idea of some town 
services being re-located to the Charter Bus Lot.  The reasons for re-locating town services 
are twofold – government services are a foundational civic function that may have a place 
within the Civic Area.  Municipal services at the Charter Bus Lot would also draw people 
and activity to the new Civic Hub.  Secondly, moving municipal services would create a 
larger parcel at the Municipal Building Site that could accommodate some other use.  Future 
planning and design of these two sites needs to be closely coordinated.  
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The next steps for defining improvements to be made to the Charter Bus Lot, Dobson Ice 
Arena and Municipal Building Site include:

Charter Bus Lot and Dobson Ice Arena

• Complete a comprehensive market and economic analysis for potential improvements 
envisioned for the Charter Bus Lot and Dobson Ice Arena.  The focus of the market analysis 
will be to understand market potential, the anticipated level of utilization, and to determine 
optimal sizing and program elements of these facilities.  The focus of the economic 
analysis will be to understand the potential direct and indirect economic benefits of these 
facilities and to estimate ongoing operation costs.   

• In conjunction with the market and economic analyses, complete schematic design 
alternatives for ice and multi-purpose event facilities.  The goal of this effort is to 
understand how alternatives for the desired building programs can be achieved and to 
better understand the multi-use potential of various facilities.

• Based on the finding of steps above, determine the preferred design and programmatic 
approach for ice and multi-purpose event facilities. Prepare schematic design plans for this 
preferred approach.

• Study design alternatives for how other potential uses and improvements at the Charter 
Bus Lot can be accommodated (i.e. test the fit and relationship of other ideas such as 
the community theater, town hall and community space).  The purpose of this effort is to 
determine the most appropriate mix of uses and level of development for the site.

• Based on schematic designs, prepare updated cost estimates and alternative funding 
strategies for these potential improvements. 

• Based on the results of the five steps above, finalize the development program and design 
plans for the site.
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Municipal Building Site

• As an element of the site evaluation and design studies of the Charter Bus Lot, determine 
the feasibility and desirability of re-locating portions of town municipal functions to the 
Charter Bus Lot. 

• Complete schematic design plans sufficient for understanding the potential of 
development sites at the Municipal Building Site that could be created be re-locating 
municipal services.  This design work will be necessary to determine the desired land uses 
at the Municipal Building Site, evaluating the potential for public/private partnerships and 
generally understanding the potential opportunities of re-locating municipal services. 

• Determine the preferred use of any development parcel that may be created at this site. 

• Explore P3 opportunities for the re-development of the Municipal Building Site.

The efforts above should be completed in a comprehensive and coordinated manner.  The 
concurrent evaluation of both sites will be necessary.  A potential sequence for this work is:

1. Fundamental to making decisions on specific improvement plans for Charter Bus Lot 
and Dobson Ice Arena is to define how to most effectively address the Civic Hub goals 
for ice and multi-purpose event facilities.  An understanding of market and economic 
considerations and exploring design opportunities to understand the multi-use potential 
for these facilities will be necessary.  Initiating these studies is the first step in this process.

2. Complete schematic design plans sufficient for understanding the potential of 
development sites at the Municipal Building Site that could be created be re-locating 
municipal services.  This design work will be necessary to determine the desired land uses 
at the Municipal Building Site, evaluating the potential for public/private partnerships and 
generally understanding the potential opportunities of re-locating municipal services. 

3. After a preferred program and approach to the design of ice and event facilities is defined, 
complete an overall conceptual plan for these facilities.  Following the completion of this 
plan, prepare alternative plans that evaluate how other uses identified in the three options 
for this site (i.e. community space, town services, small theater, air-rights development) 
could be accommodated at the Charter Bus Lot.

4. Evaluate the pros and cons of alternatives for the Charter Bus Lot and the opportunities at 
the Municipal Building Site.  Based on this evaluation make final decisions on improvement 
plans and funding strategies for these sites.
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Funding Alternatives
Plans for the Civic Area outline ideas for many buildings and site improvements.  While these 
ideas may be considered bold or ambitious, they have the potential to be transformational for 
Vail.  Potential costs of Civic Area improvements and potential funding approaches have been 
evaluated.  Through a combined approach of Town funding, phasing, and creative public/
private partnerships, the implementation of improvements identified in this Plan is feasible.  

ESTIMATES OF POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENT COSTS
(Order of Magnitude)

Vail Public Library
8,000SF second level      $7,000,000

Lionshead Parking Structure
20,000SF 3-level Building Wrap     $10,000,000

Dobson Ice Arena
Demo and construct new 45,000SF arena   $35,000,000
Demo and construct new 55,000SF arena   $42,000,000

Municipal Building Site
Demo and construct new 27,000SF town hall  $25,000,000
(Admin and Com Dev, 75 parking spaces)

Charter Bus Lot
50,000SF Multi-purpose events facility/support space $55,000,000
7,500SF theater and Council Chambers   $4,000,000
6,000SF community space     $3,000,000
Utilitarian ice rink      $15,000,000
240-space parking structure     $42,000,000

Streetscape and Lot 10 improvements   $6,000,000

POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENT COSTS
Order of magnitude estimates of potential costs for 
improvements contemplated by this Plan have been prepared.  
These estimates are based on assumptions of building type and 
a general understanding of site conditions.  These estimates are 
not based on the design of improvements.  As such they provide 
only a relative idea of possible project costs.  In addition to hard 
construction, cost estimates include design fees, FFE (furnishings, 
fixtures, and equipment), construction management and cost 
contingencies.  Estimates are in 2019 dollars.  

It is recommended that further detailed cost estimates be 
prepared after design work for these improvements is completed.  
It is likely that updated cost estimates will vary considerably from 
the order of magnitude estimates provided below.  It should be 
noted that the Town may not bear the cost of all improvements 
listed below.  For example, the cost of all or portions of the 
building wrap at the Lionshead Parking Structure may be done 
via a public/private partnership.  The Town’s direct project costs 
will be refined during subsequent steps in the planning and 
design process.
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FUNDING OPTIONS

The implementation of the improvements 
in the Civic Area will require investment on 
the part of the Town. To understand the 
financial options available to the Town, a 
comprehensive review of potential funding 
sources was completed. As shown in the 
chart to the right, there are many different 
sources that could be utilized, ideally in 
some combination that maximizes the 
opportunities and minimizes the financial 
burden on the community.  In the scenarios 
that were evaluated for the plan, not every 
potential source of funds were tapped.  
The intent is to select the most relevant 
and effective source for a given project, 
recognizing that it will vary over time. 

Potential Funding Sources 
For each source, a detailed evaluation was 
completed to document the process of 
formation and the corresponding revenues 
that would be available. The purpose was 
to provide direction on which sources 
generated the greatest level of proceeds and 
offered the most value relative to the efforts 
to establish them. As part of this process, 
the team tested each revenue source and 
grounded them in the local context to ensure 
the estimates reflected realistic proceeds. 
As shown in the chart, a ‘High’ score in terms 
of the amount of proceeds is a positive 
indication. Regarding the level of effort 
for adoption, a ‘Low’ level of effort is most 
compelling. 
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In terms of the anticipated proceeds, the revenue stream for each option was estimated 
annually over a 30-year planning horizon and discounted by 5 percent to establish a present 
value estimate. Currently, tax-exempt municipal debt can be underwritten at lower rates, 
generating higher net proceeds. Recognizing that these tools may be implemented over an 
extended period of time, a 5 percent discount rate is an appropriately conservative approach 
for estimating proceeds. 

Description of Potential Funding Sources
The most relevant funding sources are described in greater detail below. 

A. Urban Renewal Authority
The existing Vail Reinvestment Authority has a remaining life of 11 years. It generates 
approximately $5.7M annually. While it has existing obligations for these funds that 
approximate $1.2M, the balance of $4.5M annually provides capacity to fund additional 
projects. Bond proceeds that could be made available of approximately $35M would be 
based on a relatively short amortization period of 10 years. These funds, if not expended 
in or around the Lionshead redevelopment area by the expiration of the district, will be 
redirected to existing taxing authorities. Because this urban renewal authority (URA) exists, 
no action is required of the Town related to this funding source.

Town Council expressed interest in forming a new URA to cover properties in the Civic Area 
Plan. In the event a DDA (see below) lacked support from the community and immediate 
property owners, the Town could move forward with a second URA. To do so, it would 
have to comply with the parameters of Senate Bill 1348. While complex, Council members 
reported that the policy goals and intergovernmental cooperation was sufficiently high 
to suggest it would be viable. The funding potential form a newly formed URA would be 
comparable to that of the DDA concept modeled below.  

B. Downtown Development Authority
A DDA has the potential to capture and redirect the property taxes associated with new 
development within a designated DDA boundary. A DDA can be formed with a positive 
vote of at least 50 percent of electors within a proposed district. It must, among other 
criteria, reflect a concentration of governance and commerce for a given community, which 
given the location of the existing and proposed improvements, would meet this test. Once 
formed, the district redirects the property tax associated with any new development that is 
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incrementally higher than the existing tax base. Similar to a URA, none of the existing Town 
of Vail revenue sources are affected. Moreover, given that any publicly-owned site within 
the study area that is publicly owned today and has a base of zero, the potential increment 
from a new commercial development for example would result in substantial incremental 
property taxes generated. A DDA can capture increment for 30 years, before the base is 
reset. These proceeds can be used to service debt, and based on the potential increment 
within the study area, the proceeds are listed in the previous table.  

The revenue estimates from a DDA range from $13.1M up to $30.9M.  The wide range 
reflects different assumptions about the amount of development that could occur and be 
captured for tax increment.  In some scenarios, the relevant sites have been programmed 
at densities that are comparable to existing development on surrounding sites and include 
condominium and hotel facilities.  Market research conducted regarding the depth of 
demand for more condominium product showed reasonably strong interest, particularly 
at luxury price points.  Demand for additional hotel product was mixed, and all research 
indicates that a large set of condominiums are needed to offset the otherwise substantial 
interest carry on new hotel properties.  The range of development types and sites involved 
results in net proceeds for debt service ranging from $1.1M to $2.7M and corresponding 
bond proceeds ranging from $13.1M up to $30.9M. 

C. Public Improvement Fee
A PIF is a fee applied to the sales of goods and services that is enforced by a private 
agreement between a development entity and its future tenants. It is often collected in 
conjunction with sales tax and local municipalities remit the proceeds to the developer 
(after deducting a service fee). The PIF is often used to service debt related to public 
improvements, although because it is a private agreement there is wide latitude in terms of 
its potential applications. No election is required for these fees, given that it is administered 
as a private agreement. Typically, PIFs are negotiated at time of entitlement, with the 
local government recognizing the formation of a PIF in conjunction with proposed public 
improvements. In some cases, revenues from PIFs are combined with other sources, such as 
Metropolitan Districts, to address a broader set of public improvement needs.

The PIF proceeds have been estimated using the current annual lodging activity of $235M 
and assuming a range of 40 to 60 percent of lodging properties will opt into the program 
and apply a rate of 1.5 percent for the PIF.  The resulting annual revenues range from $1.4M 
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to $2.1M, and if bonded over a 30 year period would generate proceeds ranging from $16.3 
to $24.5M.  

D. Dedicated Sales and Lodging Tax
A dedicated sales and lodging tax could be established to cover costs related to the 
proposed improvements. Either revenue source would require a vote of the public. The 
lodging community has expressed interest in a multipurpose events center of sufficient 
scale to attract meeting business that cannot be served by existing conference facilities. The 
revenues would also be dedicated in this case to service debt and could be sized to cover 
operating expenses as well.  

The proceeds are based on the current Town of Vail level of activity for sales tax and lodging 
tax, which are $677M for sales and $235M for lodging.  The incremental tax that has been 
modeled builds on the existing rates of 4.0 and 1.4 percent, respectively, and ranges from 
0.25 percent to 0.5 percent for sales tax and 1.0 percent to 1.5 percent for lodging tax.  
Based on these assumptions, the proceeds range from $1.7M to $3.4M annually for the 
additional sales tax and $2.4M to $3.5M for additional lodging tax.  The bond proceeds, 
assuming a 30 year amortization period, range from $19.6M to $39.1M for sales tax and 
$27.2M to $40.9M for lodging tax.  

E. Land Lease/Land Sale
The Town of Vail’s land holdings represent significant development potential. The Town 
could partner with a private developer by putting the land under a proposed project. 
By doing this, the Town could either monetize the asset in the form of a land sale or 
could generate revenue in the form of lease payments over an extended period of time. 
Alternatively, it could incent the project by discounting the cost of land, if the improvements 
required a form of public finance and achieved an identified public policy goal.  

The focus of the land lease has been the current Municipal Site, assuming that 144,000 
square feet of land area would be made available for new development and that the existing 
uses would be relocated.  The valuation for this parcel, assumed at $16M, reflects the best 
estimate from high-level residual land analysis and comps using assessor data.  Based on 
the analysis, it is assumed to be a conservative number.  Applying industry standards for 
projecting revenue streams from long-term leases, a range of 8 to 12 percent has been 
applied to the value to determine the annual payment, which were then loaded as inputs to 



project bond proceeds of $18.5M to $27.8M.

F. Public Private Partnership/Joint Development
It should be noted that the term Public Private Partnership addresses a form of development 
in which the private sector invests with the Town on a project. For this analysis, this concept 
was tested as a hotel or hotel/conference center or condo/hotel that would be constructed 
on Town owned land. The revenue streams derived from this type of project included land 
lease revenue (or hypothetically, land sale revenue). More significantly, the Town could 
create a Downtown Development Authority or create a second Urban Renewal Authority. 
Both tools enable the Town to capture the property taxes paid on the increment. In some 
cases, the proposed developments were substantial in terms of the net Assessed Valuation, 
which in turn, generated reasonably high revenues to the Town and the associated body 
established to collect the revenues (DDA or URA). For this analysis, the Town of Vail would 
not be a direct partner in a real estate project, but would rather create revenue streams 
generated by the project to be captured by one of the other mechanisms listed in this 
section. 

G. Current Town Reserve
The Town of Vail, consistent with its internal policies, maintains a prudent reserve. Currently, 
aggregate Town reserves range from $60M to $70M, a portion of which is restricted and a 
portion is not. Town staff believes that a use of $10M of these reserves would still provide 
sufficient cushion in the event future revenues are weak and/or unforeseen fiscal conditions 
require the use of reserves. It should be noted that during the economic contraction as 
part of the 2007 recession, the Town reduced its overall budget in response to declining 
revenues, but it did not tap its reserve funds.

H. Town of Vail Bonding
Research provided by Town staff shows a history of the Town bonding to fund 
improvements.  For the approximately 20-year time period starting in 1970, the Town issued 
15 bonds. Examples of these improvements include the purchase of Ford Park and Katsos 
Ranch, and the construction of parking structures, Vail Public Library, Dobson Ice Arena and 
the Lionshead Mall. Town staff believes that the Town could dedicate $3.5M to $4.5M in 
debt service for a bond issue, without reducing its ability to maintain all operations that it 
currently conducts.  Using similar assumptions regarding bonding potentials, the proceeds 
from this could range from $34.7M up to $52M.
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Decisions on funding improvements will be made by future Councils when more information in 
on project design and costs has been prepared.  During this planning process funding options 
presented to the Town Council were informally ranked in terms of High Support, Moderate, 
and No Support. As shown on the table to the right,  five sources were ranked “High,” three 
were ranked “Moderate/Low,” and the option that included a land sale was eliminated, as the 
Council stated a preference for a long-term land lease. 

Potential revenue sources strongly supported by the Town Council are indicated on the table 
below.  While these sources could theoretically generate over $200M in proceeds, it has been 
assumed that different sources will be tapped for different uses, and over the course of the 
implementation of the Civic Area Plan, future Councils will select specific sources (or portions 
of specific sources) that best align with a given project under consideration. Another $50M 
was identified that had Moderate/Low support of the Council. The Council did not support the 
sale of Town lands.  As noted previously, any future development scenario is likely to involve a 
combination of different funding sources.

Next Steps
The Town of Vail is in a unique position to fund improvements identified by the Civic Area Plan. 
It has financial resources that reflect the strong market and fiscal base of the community. 
To the extent there is interest in pursuing revenue streams that involve private development, 
there is potential upside in the form of new revenues that can be established by tapping market 
forces. The Vail brand is strong—the Town and ski mountain reinforce decades of consistently 
superior experience for the guest and resident. There may be potential for the Town to partner 
with private development that would generate revenue to fund Civic Area improvements.  
Alternatively, the Town could pursue more traditional sources of funding, such as a dedicated 
lodging and/or sales tax. This would give the Town a strong basis from which to move forward. 
Cultivating support within the community for these tools will be an important next step to 
increase the potential approval by the voters.

Both courses of action are worthwhile and merit continued evaluation. As the concepts within 
this Plan are refined, additional work should be completed to understand the depth of market 
support, the costs for construction as well as operations, the fiscal benefits (in the form of 
additional sales and lodging taxes), and the next economic benefits to the community. There 
are many ways to evaluate each of the projects within the overall study area, with fiscal and 
economic viability being just one of many perspectives. Because the economic viability is a 
foundational issue, additional study is warranted. 



Other Considerations

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS OF THE SITE
A report addressing environmental resources and existing conditions of the Civic Area has been 
prepared.  The report identified opportunities, constraints and considerations associated with 
these natural resources.  Specifically, this report addressed:

• Surface water conditions and potential site-specific improvements to the streamside 
habitat,

• Regional ground water supply flows tributary to Middle and Gore Creeks, 

• Floodplains, wetlands, and riparian areas,

• Atmospheric conditions,

• Geologic conditions,

• Biotic conditions including wildlife: threatened, endangered and sensitive species, 

• Vegetation,

• Waste, noise, odors, and visual considerations.

This report was prepared by Watershed Environmental Consultants and a copy of this report 
can be found in the appendix of this Plan.  

SUSTAINABILITY
The Town of Vail is committed to the stewardship and protection of our unique mountain 
environment.  The Civic Area has the potential to set a new standard as a show-case of 
sustainable development in a resort community.  The Town of Vail’s Environmental Sustainability 
Strategic Plan outlines six goals.  These goals are listed below along with examples of how they 
can be implemented with the future development and operation of the Civic Area. 

1. Solid Waste Stream Diversion and Recycling
• Implement zero-waste programs as part of the operation and management of all 

facilities.
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• Provide readily accessible recycling bins throughout the Civic Area. 

• If or when the Municipal Site is redeveloped, provide a suitable location for the 
community recycling facility. 

2. Energy Efficiency
• Design and construct buildings for maximum energy efficiency.

• Design buildings to be easily adaptable to future generations of power grids/systems.

3. Ecosystem Health
• Coordinate with the Town’s Sustainability Department on the restoration, 

enhancement, and protection of the Middle and Gore Creek corridors.

• Design any new buildings or improvements proximate to the Middle and Gore 
Creek corridors to not impact natural riparian areas or the overall health of these 
ecosystems.  

• Incorporate best management practices for erosion control and the collection, 
retention, and treatment of storm water.

4. Sustainable Economic and Social Development
• Utilize sustainably sourced construction materials.

• Design improvements within the practical carrying capacity of the Civic Area 
balancing building mass, scale and form with open space, vegetation and sunlight. 

• Where feasible, incorporate the development of workforce housing into the Civic 
Area.

5. Public Education and Communication
• Where possible, assist with the development of the Gore Valley Trail Interpretive Plan 

to promote education of ecosystem health and water quality. 

6. Transportation
• Continue to encourage use of the town’s public bus system and other multi-modal 

means of transportation that reduce the use of private automobiles.



ZONING 
With the exception of the Middle Creek Parcel (zoned Natural Area Preservation), all parcels 
within the Civic Area are zoned General Use (GU).  The purpose of the GU district is to “provide 
sites for public and quasi-public uses which, because of their special characteristics, cannot be 
appropriately regulated by the development standards prescribed for other zoning districts . . . 
.   The general use district is intended to ensure that public buildings and grounds and certain 
types of quasi-public uses permitted in the district are appropriately located and designed to 
meet the needs of residents and visitors to Vail, to harmonize with surrounding uses, and, in the 
case of buildings and other structures, to ensure adequate light, air, open spaces, and other 
amenities appropriate to the permitted types of uses”.

Any new building or site improvement within the GU District requires Planning and 
Environmental review of a proposed “development plan”.  Site development standards for the 
development of GU-zoned properties are prescribed by the Commission as an element of their 
review.

The majority of all uses contemplated by the Civic Area Plan are allowed in the GU District.  
Workforce housing is a Permitted Use.  Public and private parks, public and quasi-public indoor 
community facilities, public buildings and grounds, public parking structures, public theaters, 
meeting rooms, and convention facilities are all permitted in the GU District with approval of a 
Conditional Use Permit.  

This Plan suggests the possibility of air-rights development at the Charter Bus Lot that could 
include private development such as a condominium or condominium/hotel.  This type of use 
would necessitate a change to the GU zoning.
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PARKING
The Town’s zoning regulations require on-site parking for most of the land uses contemplated 
by this Plan.  There is the potential to add additional parking at the north side of the Charter 
Bus Lot.  This parking would necessitate re-construction of the entry to the Lionshead Parking 
Structure.  One, two, or three trays of below grade parking could be provided.  Each tray could 
include approximately 80 spaces, meaning up to 240 spaces could be provided.  Vehicular 
access to these new parking stalls would be via the existing LHPG ramps and circulation 
patterns.

The Civic Hub’s proximity to the Lionshead Parking Structure creates an opportunity to 
potentially utilize this existing parking resource to in part address parking requirements of the 
Civic Hub.  The Civic Hub’s central location to Vail Village, Lionshead, and to the Town’s in-town 
bus route also provide great potential for multi-modal access, meaning less parking demand for 
the project.  The impact of management programs and new innovations such as smart cars and 
self-parking cars should also be considered.  These and other considerations will be evaluated 
during the detailed planning and design of the project.  
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CIVIL ENGINEERING
Detailed civil engineering plans will be completed during future design phases of the project.  
Civil plans will include the design of water, sewer, and other utility services, and the design 
of grading and drainage plans.  In order to understand any “big picture” issues with utilities, 
an initial evaluation of water and sewer services was completed.  This evaluation involved 
discussions with ERWSD to understand existing sewer and water service capacities within the 
Civic Area and how they can accommodate future water and sewer needs.  In addition, existing 
utility lines within the Civic Area were identified relative to how they may influence the design of 
future improvements.  

This evaluation was completed by Alpine Engineering.  A report summarizing their findings is 
found in the appendix of this plan.
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TRAFFIC 
A detailed traffic analysis will be completed after development plans and programs for improvements at the Civic Area have been refined.  This 
analysis will be prepared as an element of the Town’s review of specific development plans.  The purpose of this analysis will be to understand 
how traffic generated by the development can be accommodated by the surrounding road system.  

An initial analysis has been completed to understand potential traffic considerations of the development scenarios contemplated by this Plan. 

A new roundabout is planned as part of improvements to be made to the South Frontage Road.  This roundabout is located at the west end of 
the Municipal Building Site. Access to any new development at this site will be from the roundabout or by a separate right-in/right-out access 
point, east of the roundabout.  There are no capacity or service issues anticipated with this new access point.  

Access to the Charter Bus Lot is expected to be from the South Frontage Road and to be shared with the access to the Lionshead Parking 
Structure.  As an element of the planning and design of South Frontage Road improvements, a traffic analysis was completed for the entry/exit 
at the Lionshead Parking Structure.  This analysis found that the existing access point operates at a Level of Service (LOS) “F” for exiting vehicles 
during the PM peak hour.  Improvements to be made to this intersection include multiple turn lanes.  These changes will improve the average 
LOS to “A” for exiting vehicles during the PM peak hour.  While specific uses at the Charter Bus Lot are yet to be determined, it is possible that 
development of the Charter Bus Lot may include up to 240 additional parking spaces.  LOS analyses for the Lionshead Parking Structure access 
point were completed assuming these additional parking spaces were in place.  

A more detailed traffic analysis will be completed when more is known about the future development of the Charter Bus Lot.  This analysis will 
consider the type and intensity of new development, how the traffic patterns of these uses relate to peak skier traffic, how multi-modal programs 
can be implemented to potentially minimize site generated traffic, and other considerations.

This initial evaluation was completed by Kimley/Horn.  A report summarizing their findings is found in the appendix of this plan.
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APPENDIX

1. Preliminary Traffic Assessment, by Kimley Horn

2. Preliminary Civil Engineering Assessment, by Alpine Engineering

3. Civic Area Plan Environmental Review, by Watershed Environmental Consultants


